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Preface

With an aim to promote the development of AI cutting-edge technologies, widen
applications, and attract high-quality talents, the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST)
has initiated the AI Innovation Research Center project since 2018. Manufacturing technology is
curcial to Taiwan's technology advancement and industrial development. Hence, we particularly
focus on smart manufacturing by establishing Artificial Intelligence Manufacturing Systems
research center (AIMS) at National Tsinghua University. The missions of AIMS are to cultivate
cross-disciplinary talents, enhance manufacturing technology, and bring in better research results
to industries.
National Tsinghua University is located in Hsinchu county where top universities, research
institutions, and science parks have assembled to establish pioneering technological research,
development and industrial applications in electronics, computer science and related fields. Under
the leadership of Chair Professor Chen-Fu Chien, together with all the research teams, AIMS takes
the advantage of Taiwan's bountiful manufacturing know-how and experiences to accelerate the
transformation and development of manufacturing technology for Taiwan's industry through
support of AI technology. AIMS is committed to placing ourselves as a world-class AI research
center that can contribute to the competitive advantage of Taiwan's industry. In addition to
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collaborating with domestic institutions, AIMS will actively collaborate with international top
research centers to develop state-of-the-art technologies and transform the results of prospective
study so that Taiwan's industries can benefit from them in the near future.
At the present time, the AIMS research teams are sophisticated in manufacturing technology
field. Research topics include artificial intelligence, deep learning, computer vision, machine
networking, big data analytics, intelligent agriculture, and intelligent machine, which covers
many various aspects of potential industrial applications. With the efforts of these teams, the
academic outputs have been accepted and published in international and prestigious journals,
and presented in important conferences. Moreover, the teams won the highest honors in related
international competitions such as GTC 2018 and Robust Vision Challenge in CVPR 2018.
It is worth noting that the AIMS teams have produced five spin-offs, DALAb Solutions x
Associates Co., Ltd, InterAgent.io, TETANTI Agri-biobech Co., Ltd, aiXpert and iAuto Technology.
In addition, the AIMS center also reaches out to Aerospace Industrial Development Co. (AIDC),
along with its Aerospace A+ alliance, Macronix and other leading manufacturers, to facilitate
industrialization of AI.
In the hope that, research in the near future results not only shine in academic areas, but
also become a strong support for Taiwan industry in the near future. AIMS will be able to more
extensively and deeply assist enterprises for the implementation in intelligent manufacturing.
Consequently, the global profile of AIMS will be raised while playing a key role in the international
industrial ecosystem.

MOST Deputy Minister

許有進
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AI Technology R&D Guidelines

The Ministry of Science and Technology leading by Minister Chen, Liang-Gee has published
the world's first guidelines for research and development in the area of artificial intelligence on
September 23, 2019, namely, the AI Technology R&D Guidelines, on the basis of three core value
pillars: (1) Human-centred Values, an AI-based society should respect human dignity, rights
and freedom and application of AI is to prompt human welfare and enhance living standards;
(2) Sustainable Development, AI R&D should seek balance among economic growth, social
progress, and environmental protection to reach co-existence, symbiosis, and common prosperity
among human being, society, and environment; (3) Diversity and Inclusion, AI R&D is to
create an AI-empowered civilization and human society of diverse values and backgrounds via
interdisciplinary dialog mechanisms and collaborations. This guidance provides the following
eight dimensions for Taiwan’s AI researchers and practitioners to strive for a new prospect
of Taiwan's technological advances as well as to enhance the welfare and sustainability for our
society.
● Common
● Fairness

Good and Well-being

and Non-discrimination

● Autonomy

and Control

● Safety
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● Privacy

and Data Governance

● Transparency

and Traceability

● Explainability
● Accountability

and Communication
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Facing the challenges and opportunities brought by artificial intelligence technology, the
Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) promoted a five-year project named "AI Innovation
Research Centers", which established four AI Innovation Centers among top four universities of
Taiwan: National Taiwan University (NTU), National Tsing Hua University (NTHU), National Chiao
Tung University (NCTU) and National Cheng Kung University (NCKU). Artificial Intelligence for
Intelligent Manufacturing Systems Research Center (AIMS) is the one located in NTHU focusing
on intelligent manufacturing. The goal of AIMS is to develop a worldclass AI research center that
draws strength from Taiwan's manufacturing and contributes to Taiwan's industries. Under the
mission of promoting AI industrialization and industrial implementation in AI, AIMS is dedicated
its efforts to Taiwan's industrial upgrade, transformation and the diversified development of the
entire industrial ecosystem.
After two years effort, "Intelligent Manufacturing AI Taiwan: The Results Compilation
of Artificial Intelligence Manufacturing Systems Research Center of Ministry of Science and
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Technology(I)" has published. This special issue records the birth of the AIMS, the significant
results of researches, talents cultivation, international collaboration and cooperation, as well
as the managed project teams' industry-university cooperation, cross-industry technology
dissemination, and the prosperous results of AI industrialization.
I am very honored to serve as the chairman of AIMS Board. The aim of the board is to
provide strategic guidance to AIMS that especially emphasize on Intelligent Manufacturing in
Taiwan. AIMS cannot grow and work smoothly without the support from MOST. Moreover, the
contributions Director Chair Prof. Chen-Fu Chien and the all the AIMS colleagues make to plan
and promote the Center is much appreciated. I believe that Taiwan's AI manufacturing history will
be able to turn over a new leaf because of their efforts towards Taiwan's manufacturing industry.

Chairman of AIMS Board
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AIMS Executive Summary

The Artificial Intelligence for Intelligent Manufacturing Systems Research Center (AIMS) aims
to construct a world-class AI research center on the basis of Taiwan's manufacturing strength
of various industries. Since her establishment, AIMS and affiliated project teams in leading
universities in Taiwan have achieved a number of cutting-edge R&D developments, technologies,
industrial collaboration projects, and international collaborations in the past two years. In
addition, AIMS has organized more than 170 forums and seminars to promote exchanges and
cooperation among the top international AI research institutions and industries in different
regions. Through the strategic guidance and industry insights of the AIMS Board Members and
Advisory Committee of MOST, AIMS teams have successfully engaged different segments of
Taiwan industries to address their crucial needs for industrial migration and digital transformation.
In particular, AIMS teams have devoted research efforts to related fields of artificial
intelligence such as deep learning, computer vision, machine networking, big data analytics,
internet of things (IoT), intelligent agriculture, intelligent machine, robotic, and various industrial
applications. In 2019, AIMS teams have published more than 96 journal papers, 231 conference
papers in leading international conferences, and received 11 invention patents. AIMS teams
have transferred 20 technologies to empower Taiwan industries and conducted more than 80
university-industry cooperation projects with budgets over NT $89 million.
Furthermore, to improve the synergy of AIMS teams, AIMS has developed a win-win
collaboration mechanism with big enterprise such as Aerospace Industrial Development
Corporation (AIDC) that has all kinds of research needs and thus provide a rich platform to allow
AIMS teams with different expertise can contact their projects for cross-team collaboration and
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vertical integration across application layers. We also allow AI, big data analysis, and/or intelligent
manufacturing research centers in other universities that have not conducted MOST AI projects
to join AIMS as member units and thus outreach more related resources. Therefore, AIMS has
become an open innovation platform guiding closer industry-university collaboration research
and popularizing cross-industry technology.
For Taiwan's industrial upgrading and development, AIMS teams have supported several
start-ups including aiXpert and iAuto Technology, DALab Solutions x Associates (DALabx) Co.,
Ltd., Deep Force Co., Ltd, InterAgent Corp. and TETANTI AGRI-BIOTECH CO., LTD to name but a
few. The total funds raised for these 5 spin-off companies have exceeded NT$ 310 million.
Furthermore, AIMS Fellows Executive Program, a cross-discipline master degree program
for intelligent manufacturing, is established at NTHU with both supports of MOST and Ministry
of Education to provide hands-on training for industrial leaders to equip themselves with indepth understanding of cutting-edge technologies as the basis to promote industrial migrations
for different segments. The AIMS Fellows 2019 class has 22 executives from high-tech industries,
electronics manufacturing service industries, mechanical and machinery industries, chemical
industries, information technology and service industries, and venture capital. AIMS will also
establish another cross-discipline PhD program for intelligent manufacturing and digital decision
technologies.

Director, Artificial Intelligence for Intelligent Manufacturing Systems
Research Center Tsinghua Chair Professor and Micron Chair Professor
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AIMS Research Spectrum
2018 and 2019 was two fruitful years for AIMS. Our research team members have published
96 journal papers and 231 conference papers while taking out 11 invention patents. Meanwhile,
the profit of 80 industry-university cooperation projects and 20 technology transfer cases we
engaged reached over NT$ 89 million in total.
Furthermore, 5 innovative startups are founded that capital raised has exceeded NT$ 310
million. The following table summarizes our achievements of the two years in detail.
AIMS research teams are dedicated to researching and developing AI technology and
implementing into Taiwan's industries. The following figure address the matrix of AI technology
and industrial application. Hopefully, AIMS can serve as a catalyst for further interactions,
exchange of ideas, and interdisciplinary collaborations.

AIMS Teams :
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Activity
Conferences: 68

Industry-Academia
Collaboration

Forums: 114

Projects: 79, NT$89.7m

Participants: 24,417

International Exchanges

IP & Tech Transfer
Patent: 11 (27 applying)

MOU: 7

Tech Transfer: 20, NT$7.3m

Collaborations: 14
Visits: 46

International Competition Award

Startup

2018/ 1st Prize/ Jetson Developer Challenge in Silicon Valley

5 companies
Investment: NT$313.5m

2018/ 1st Prize/ Robust Vision Challenge
2019/ 1st Prize/ ASC Student Supercomputer Challenge
2019/ 2nd Prize/ Dubai World Challenge for Self-Driving Transport

TETANTI Agri-biotech Co., LTD

AIMS Start-ups

+886-4-22606593
ttt3tops@gmail.com
http://www.ttt3tops.com/

DALab Solutions x Associates Co., Ltd.

AiXpert

+886-3-5712346
service@dalabx.com.tw
https://www.dalabx.com.tw/

+886-2-77335399
Service@aixpert.com.tw
https://www.aixpert.com.tw/

InterAgent.io

iAuto Technology

+886-3-2654338
contact@interagent.io
https://www.interagent.io/

+886-2-23681734
http://www.iauto-tech.com/
sales@iauto-tech.com
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1. Dynamic motion generation and control of complex
systems using AI

PI: Pei-Chun Lin
Co-PIs: Kang Lee, Feng-Li Lian
Affiliations: Department of Mechanical Engineering, National Taiwan University
Department of ectrica and Electronic Engineering, National Taiwan University

Figure 1.1 Photo of Prof. Pei-Chun Lin research team.

Following renewed focus towards manufacturing advancements in the United States,
Germany, Japan, Korea, China and other industrial powers, Taiwan incorporated smart machinery
as one of the five major innovation development strategies this year. Furthermore, such initiative
promotes industrialization of smart machinery and all smart industries, whilst consolidating
Taiwan’s development direction in a new wave of industrial revolution. Despite being two
significant domains, robots with artificial intelligence (AI) and smart machinery share common
elements, which can be applied in different fields or created a more intelligent robot.
Similar to that of living creatures, a generic understanding of robotics may be portrayed as
a system which "autonomously turns decisions into actions". Therefore, operation process can
be visualized as the recurrence of three components – "sensing, decision making, and motion
generation". For example, an analogy of hiking primarily constitutes of a visual system (eyes)
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receiving environmental information("sensing"), processing stereo-vision inside the brain,
planning bipedal step motion ("decision-making"), and articulating legs by implementing the
regime which maintains body balance ("motion generation"). Of course, during the entire hike,
humans process not only motion planning and regulates each individual step, but also holistic
strategies, including but not limited to journey planning, food and equipment supply, path
navigation, plus situational processing. All these aspects exhibit multifaceted intelligence. As
per the human hiking example, notwithstanding technicalities or field of application, the whole
realm of artificial intelligence could be investigated from multifaceted perspectives. From big
data analysis, optimizing production lines of industrial engineering, to deliberating intelligent
monitoring, execution, and adjustments of every robot or machinery, artificial intelligence
presents predictable opportunities for exploration and developments.
A core goal of this project plan – investigating how to integrate AI into existing robots
(including smart vehicles) "sensing, decision-making, motion generation" phases, enhances
dynamic performance of integrated systems. Accordingly, the project negates improving
production line efficiency using big data analysis, and does not limit applications to one particular
industry. Instead, a low-level approach utilizes AI as a motion generation mechanism in robot
Newtonian dynamics (second order differential equations). Such method investigates how AI
involves force control in complex systems, and induces change, in dynamic behaviors of robots.
This project plan is implemented in teams formed by Professors Pei-Chun Lin and Kang Lee
of the Department of Mechanical Engineering and Professor Feng-Li Lian of the Department
of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, National TaiwanUniversity. The plan constitutes five
subtopics which are all related to core technological innovations in sensing and decision-making
whilst each subtopic maintains individual characteristics customized platform.

1.1 High-speed motion mechanics and trajectory generation of a single manipulator
Following developments in industrial automation, pervasive applications for robotic
manipulators demands ever-increasing performance. In particular, the topic of optimizing
energy expenditure versus time consumption for manipulator operations is always subjected to
scrutiny. In order to expedite AI (machine) learning progress, we employed a digital twin of the
physical manipulator model incorporating a simplified dynamics model and neural network to
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compensate discrepancies against the real-life manipulator. An accurate physical representation
is therefore devised which, within the digital twin, further enhances reinforcement learning to
search for trajectories optimizing energy consumption and time under specific missions (including
obstacle avoidance). Current experimental results reveal manipulator trajectories optimized by AI
impart a 20% energy cost reduction over those taught manually.

1.2 Cooperative mechanics and motion control of dual manipulators
Assembling, or moving large objects demands elegant coordination of dual manipulators,
hence the development of intelligent operation of dual robot manipulators – a cornerstone
technology for the next step in production line automation. Moreover, since complex force
and positional interactions occur simultaneously during dual-arm system operations, root
investigations should originate from the perspective of coordinated force-position control.
We constructed a dual-arm robot utilizing two industrial manipulators in primary – slave
configuration. Following arm movements, a Kalman filter balances force and positional errors,
which then invokes an iterative learning algorithm to synergistically achieve stable and fast
convergence. Such methodology, which emphasizes repetitive tasks, possesses considerable
advantages in the automation industry. Empirical results reveal after three learning epochs, force
and positional error amplitudes decreased 36% and 5% respectively.

1.3 Exploring dynamic motion mechanisms and template model generation
of legged robots
We applied AI onto two existing robot platforms in the lab. The purpose of developing
TurboQuad, a leg-wheel robot, is to serve as a platform for mounting sensors, manipulators or
other devices as required. This enables day-night autonomous or remote-controlled explorations
on both indoor and outdoor terrains. Undoubtedly, the platform may be extended onto UAVs
for coordinating difficult land-air missions. There exists a multitude of terrains (for example flat
and stiff roads, single steps, stairways, grass, rugged surfaces including naturally soft substrates
like soil and sand). Our leg-wheel robot encapsulates an innovative rolling and walking module;
the robot drives over flat land with minimal energy consumption in wheel mode, and traverses
undulating terrains with multiple gaits in leg mode. Incidentally, the robot features convolution
neural network to identify immediate surroundings. Coupled with a central pattern generator,
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they produce, and seamlessly transform between, legged gaits and wheeled motion. Convolution
neural network is a technique employed in deep learning. Upon receiving situational images
from cameras, acting as robotic eyes, convolution neural networks extract scenery features and
determine which environmental state the robot is currently in. Imitating animals, the central
pattern generator is a biomimetic architecture, which constitutes three layers – brain, spinal cord,
and muscles. Brains decide how animals move, while spinal cords transmit periodic locomotive
commands to muscles as dictated by the brain. Nonetheless, sensory signals are parsed by the
brain for adjustments should there be system interference.
TWIX, a hexapod robot, is another bio-inspired platform inside the laboratory. Inspired by
dynamic motions of cockroaches (or insects), each gait group consists front and rear legs of
the same, plus midfoot of the opposite, side. Such arrangement alternates triangular stances of
the three-legged gait groups during forward movement. The robot enjoys superior agility and
stability under complex natural environments, can walk sturdily, stand firmly, run, turn (including
rotating on the spot), jump, or climb tall steps. A unique feature is intrinsic to the leg design.

Figure 1.2 Progressive results of the Bio-Inspired Robotics Laboratory.
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Composing of an elastic arc, such legs mimic energy accumulation and release potential energy
during insect leg extensions and contractions. The template-anchor architecture builds upon
a simplified, yet fundamental, dynamics model to control complex robotic systems. Obviously,
similar to that experienced by robotic manipulators, simulated model differences between real
world physics inextricably exists. Accordingly, AI is exploited to explore such disparities, but
due to dissimilar dynamic characteristics, Gaussian process regulation is employed here for
compensating discrepancies in the fundamental dynamics model. Gaussian process regulation
is a regression technique constructed from kernel machines, learning training data within the
feature space to find correlations in predicting response. By effectively utilizing collected training
data, results reveal Gaussian process regulation indeed imparts visible effects in error correction.

Ground-up ADV Development Approach
AI + Domain Knowledge
(Mechatronics + Vehicle Dynamics)

Figure 1.3 Progressive results of the Intelligent Vehicle & Mechatronics Laboratory.
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1.4 Applications of artificial intelligence on smart mobility vehicles and
industrial heavy-duty forklifts
Indoor intelligent autonomous forklifts can be integrated into factory logistics to increase
safety and efficiency. By introducing vision sensors as well as lidars, automated forklifts can realize
autonomous map generation, positioning and navigation. This technology can greatly reduce
the time and resources spent on implementing traditional guidance systems, such as magnetic
guidance, into a live factory, whilst increasing robustness against configuration variability. The
project aims to introduce artificial intelligence into the system so autonomous forklifts can
navigate within highly dynamic environments, completely immersed into the operation area,
achieving highly efficient operation.
Integrating artificial intelligence with autonomous navigation as well as mixed reality (MR)
validation technology, the autonomous vehicle can be applied to both in/outdoor environments,
breaking the boundary that confines each type to a specific operation area. The MR validation
platform can collect driver data through driving simulator to develop and shape the control
algorithms towards a more anthropomorphic driving system, increasing the functionality and
complexity of autonomous navigation, making the vehicles safer and more humanized.

1.5 Using AI to learn human working skills
In modern industrial manufacturing, robotic arms play an important role on enhancing the
production efficiency and quality. However, the manufacturing errors and the homogeneity
between the to-be-processed objects and their mathematical models are problematic issues.
Hence, an intelligent data-driven visual-guided robotic arm system is studied to characterize
the static and dynamic properties between the robotic arm and the workspace for improving
the flexibility and robustness. In particular, for path tracking, an edge-based 2-D method and a
reconstruction-based 3-D path detection method are proposed. The edge detection is used to
obtain initial processing path, and the detected path is transformed from the image frame to the
robotic base frame. The iterative closest point algorithm matches the generated contours of the
object in the images and the 3-D path can be further reconstructed by triangulation. After the 3-D
information of the path is obtained, the path simplification is implemented such that the robotic
arm can receive these commands and track the designated path.
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Figure 1.4 Related research outcomes at the Networked Control Systems Laboratory.

1.6 Conclusion
This project focuses on the introduction of AI technology in generating dynamic motion and
controlling existing robots (including smart vehicles). It is expected there will be a comprehensive
technical understanding and practical application capability upon project completion. Simply
put, one may answer how AI robots advance in dynamic motion, and explain what type of AI is
required to accommodate different dynamics. Effectively integrate AI into the recurring cycle of
sensing, decision-making, and motion generation.
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2. Development of Smart Machine Systems

PI: Ching-Hung Lee
Co-PIs: Jenq-Shyong Chen, Ming-Chyuan Lu, Tian-Yau Wu, Ming-Tsang Lee,
Ming-Yi Tsai, Cheng-Jian Lin.
Affiliation: Department of Mechanical Engineering, National Chung Hsing University.

2.1 Smart Machining Expert System for Machine Tools
The biggest problem encountered by Taiwan's machine tool industry in the competition
against oversea big brands is the inability to maintain the precision accuracy of long-term use
of the machine. By analyze the cause of the degradation, it commonly leads to reasons such as
insufficient structural rigidity, long-term wear of the transmission component, and structural
deformation from temperature rise or friction force. With the help of the demand for smart
manufacturing in recent years, the technique of artificial intelligence and algorithm has become
an ideal solution to solve this problem.
Professor Ching-Hung Lee and his research team from the Department of Mechanical
Engineering of National Chung Hsing University have long been devoted their energy on the
development of domestic machine tools. In the recent collaboration with CHMER, this team
developed a smart machining expert system on a CHMER's high-speed 5-axis milling machine,
which implements the functions of precision maintenance with value-added smart features. One
of the functions is the diagnosis
based on system identification
technology for feed drive axes.
Figure 2.1 shows the identified
result, herein, the user can quickly
know the status of the machine,
such as bandwidth, resonant
frequency, and current controller
parameters. Through analysis
of this status of the machine,
the expert system provides user
suggestions, such as Good, Tuning,

Figure 2.1 System identification with diagnosis for feed drive axes.
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or Faulty. When the performance
of the machine tool becomes
worse, the expert system provides
a smart servo tuning function for
performance optimization. Figure
2.2. shows the comparison before
and after tuning, herein, the expert
s y s te m p ro v i d e s t h e o p t i m a l
controller parameter to facilitate
per formance optimization. In
a d dit ion, t he fri cti on al force

Figure 2.2 Smart Servo Tuning result.

identification and compensation
have been established by one
touch operation. This function
provides the diagnosis for feed
drive status.
On the other hand, the
adjustment of processing
pa r a m e t e r s m o s t l y re l i e s o n
experienced engineers. By
collecting the data measured

Figure 2.3 Expert advice on machining parameter.

during and after machining
processes, their machining expert
system establishes an empirical
model of processing parameters
that provides machine tools the
abilities of parameter optimization
and performance prediction based
on commonly used performance
indexes: speed, precision and
surface roughness. After the user

Figure 2.4 Customized priority on processing performance.
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inputs a NC code to be processed, the system analyzes the structure of the path trajectory and
automatically offers four optimized parameter sets including speed priority, precision priority,
surface smoothness priority, and standard set Figure 2.3. with expected performance displayed
for each propose parameter set according to the trained model. The system provides additional
function for user to customize how performance prioritized as shown in Figure 2.4. The user only
needs to touch an appropriate location within the triangular area on the screen according to the
proportion of processing performance. The corresponding system developed by our team has
been honored as the Second Prize and Third prize in 2017 and 2018 Controller Competition of
Smart Machine Tool, respectively.

2.2 Intelligent Machine Tools and Process Adaptive Thermal Precision
Management System and Technology
● Thermal Error is critically important to modern high-level machine tools
A large proportion (up to 70%) of the overall geometric errors on machined products are
due to the temperature deformation of machine tools. The factors that cause this deformation
include structural design, the cooling system, variations in environmental temperature, as well
as heat sources on the machine itself such as bearings, motors, pulleys and heat from the actual
cutting process. These factors interact in a complex fashion and together contribute to a thermal
displacement of the tool center point (TCP) which leads to machining inaccuracy. Many studies
have been done on the mitigation of thermally induced machining inaccuracy. Most of the studies
are concentrated on the development of thermal error compensation involving experimental
measurement and modeling. Such an approach often requires much intensive measurement to
build a reliable database of the relationship between temperature variation and TCP error.
● Advancing the technologies for intelligent machine tool designs and analysis
Numerical simulation makes it possible to assess and predict the thermal behavior of the
machine tools, even at the design stage. However, a thorough understanding of the thermal
characteristics of a machine tool is critically important to the control of thermal error, irrespective
of the approach used. There are a few comprehensive studies on thermal-fluidic-mechanical
coupled simulation for thermal deformation of machine tools. In addition, the use of cooling
systems for machine tools and temperature control of the factory environment usually leads
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to significant energy consumption. The emerging demand for more efficient, green and smart
manufacturing has also made it important to develop techniques that can effectively mitigate
thermal errors and and also energy efficient. Thus, a novel technology that could be readily
applied to improving the thermal precision and stability of machine tools was proposed and
tested to address this issue. By applying artificial intelligence technologies such as networks
and advanced optimization technologies, we have made the ATB technology more smart and
effective.
● Developing novel thermal precision technology for machine tool industries in Taiwan
Finite element method
(FEM) is used to compute the
fluid dynamics, heat transfer
and thermal deformation
of the machine tools under
testing in this project. Physical
measurements of temperature
values at representative points
and thermal displacement of

Figure 2.5 Illustration of the Adaptive Thermal Balance (ATB) concept.

the TCP were also conducted
to validate the simulation
results. The results of numerical
simulation revealed points
on the spindle head structure
that were sensitive and had a
significant impact especially on
the angular displacement (tilting)
of the TCP associated with the

Figure 2.6 Prototype of the controlling unit for the control interface for the ATB system.

thermal bending of the spindle head. To address the demand for the reduction of thermal errors
in machine tools, a novel Adaptive Thermal Balance (ATB) concept was proposed and tested.
A temperature adjustment system with a fan and rubber heaters was then installed, using the
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sensitive points found in the optimization
analysis, to control thermal deformation that
arose during the operation of the machine.
Our goal is to gain a deep understanding of
the thermal behavior of machine tool and to
find an effective, economic and eco-friendly
solution to the reduction of TCP error caused
by temperature changes of the machine tool
structure. Based on the aforementioned data
obtained from numerical simulation and
experiments, artificial intelligent technologies
are utilized subsequently to speed up the

Figure 2.7 Testing results of an ATB system for a high speed spindle.

modeling process. The idea of the technology ATB is illustrated in Figure 2.5. A prototyping of the
ATB system is shown in Figure 2.6.
● Solving the "Thermal" issue with the novel "Thermal Balance" technology
With this ATB technique, experiments showed a reduction of spindle tilting close to 80%
could be achieved on a machine tool by a leading Taiwanese machine tool company. This
study provides a comprehensive analysis of
the thermal characteristics of the modeled
machine tool. This thermal balance technology
could adjust the temperature distribution
over the spindle head structure to reduce the
thermal errors caused by uneven temperature
distribution and significantly improve
machining accuracy. In addition, a student
team designed and fabricated a thermal
balance system for s spindle as shown in Figure
2.7. We joined a major competition for spindle
technologies and applications and won the
third place Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8 The student's team designed the ATB system for a
spindle joined a competition finished with a third place award.
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2.3 Tool Condition Monitoring System
With recent advances in modern technology, Industry 4.0 is a promising trend. Industrial
automation increases the competitiveness of manufacturing by lowering operation the cost
or increasing production efficiency. However, there are many factors influencing the quality of
product, such as tool wear. Hence, monitoring the tool condition in the machining process is
important.
● Tool Condition Monitoring System
Tool Condition Monitoring (TCM)
System is established by several
procedures, including data acquisition,
data preprocessing, feature extraction
and classifier design, as shown in Figure
2.9. First, signals should be collected
by setting up different sensors on the
CNC machine. Second, the collected raw
data should be preprocessed, and then
extracted features by some methods.
With the extracted features, machine
learning models are applied to the
design classifier. The current model we
use is deep neural network, the structure
is shown in Figure 2.10. Features from

Figure 2.9 The flow chart of tool condition monitoring system.

two axis accelerometers are input to
deep neural networks respectively, and
merged to predict. Finally, we can use
the developed model to predict the tool
state online if data is collected through
real-time acquiring.
● The Importance of System Robustness

Figure 2.10 The current model of our system.
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As mentioned above, it is necessary to have a TCM system to monitor the tool state. However,
there is variability in the real machining process, affecting the performance of the system. For
example, the tight degree of a vise would be different according to different users, and the
vibration during operation would also affect. Hence, we collect various clamp forces data to
simulate the variability and expect a more robust system.

2.4 Machining Quality Prediction using Vibration Signal
The vibration occurs in most of the traditional machining processes such as milling since
machining tools contact with work pieces in these processes. There are many factors causing
abnormal vibration, such as tools wearing, bearing failure, inappropriate machining parameters,
etc. The effects of these factors will reflect in the final quality, which is surface roughness in most
of machining processes. The larger the magnitude of vibration is, the more terrible the quality will
be. However, the quality can only be measured after the whole process, which is known as offline
measurement. For Industry 4.0, everything needs to be executed online. This trend highlights
the importance of vibration signals. There
are two parts which can be improved if
vibration signals are considered.
● Spindle Health Diagnosis
A spindle is constructed with a lot of
components, for instance, motors, gears,
bearings, etc. If a single component fails,
downtime and repairing missions will occur.
If the failure can be diagnosed before
causing any damage, the unnecessar y
cost and downtime will be reduced. The
vibration signal can be measured and
observed easily while machining. A lot of
methods can be used to analyze signals,
such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). By
comparing the features of analyzing,

Figure 2.11 The flowchart of a simple classification method for spindle health.
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the problem can be confirmed. The features can also be used as inputs of the simple machine
learning model to classify the state of spindle health. A simple classification method is shown
in Figure 2.11. The flowchart of a simple classification method for spindle health.. There are two
parts in this method, training process and actual application. In the training process, the dataset
acquired the during machining process will be analyzed first. The features calculated by analysis
methods will be sorted out. Then, the predictive model will be selected according to the dataset.
If the inputs are features after analysis, simple neural networks can be used. If the inputs are raw
signals, a more complex model will be needed, such as convolutional neural networks (CNN)
and AutoEncoder. The chosen model will be trained using the selected input data (features or
signals) and the corresponding state of
the spindle. When the classification error
of the model is accurate enough, the
training process is complete. The model
can be used to diagnosis the state of the
spindle in real-time.
● Machining Quality Prediction
As mentioned previously, vibration
signals and machining quality are highly
relative. However, there is no any formula
or equation that can evaluate machining
quality precisely. How to model the
relationship between vibration signals
and machining quality is the main

Figure 2.12 The flowchart of a predictive method for machining quality.

problem for industries.
The flowchar t of
the predicting method
is shown in Figure 2.12.
The flowchar t of a
predictive method for
machining quality. The

Figure 2.13 The model for predicting machining quality using 1D-CNN.
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process is similar to the process for spindle health. In this case, a one-dimension convolutional
neural networks (1D-CNN) is applied. The model is shown in Figure 2.13. The model for predicting
machining quality uses 1D-CNN. After training, the model can be used during machining and
provide a real-time quality prediction.

2.5 The Establishment of Intelligent Surface Grinder Accuracy Prediction System
At present, most of the grinding machine equipment in Taiwan has a spindle speed of less
than 4000 RPM. If more precise processing conditions are required, the part of the machine needs
to be upgraded such as machine rigidity and maximum spindle speed. In the CNC numerical
control system, most of the domestic machines rely on external numerical control systems such
as Fanuc or Siemens. Because of the internal controller configuration, it is impossible to modify
and customize. The inability to make modifications and customizations in the internal controller
building program makes intelligent innovation and algorithm writing attempts even more difficult.
Japan OKAMOTO Corporation first demonstrated the fully automatic surface grinding system
at the JIMTOF International Machine Tool on November 2016 in Tokyo, Japan. The end of the
input uses the required amount of grinding removal and the surface accuracy of the workpiece.
Application of sensor technology application, online automatic measurement, and automatic
calculation of optimal grinding conditions, offer an actual demonstration of intelligent automatic
control surface grinder
technology.
This project study
combines intelligent
algorithm and highspeed surface grinder
technology. The main
structure as shown
in Figure 2.14. When
preparing for grinding,

Figure 2.14 Intelligent algorithm and high-speed surface grinder execution flow chart.

the user inputs the processing quality requirements (such as grinding amount, machining
time, and surface precision). The system will automatically conduct algorithm through artificial
intelligence to automatically find the optimal parameters, and convert these optimal processing
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parameters into the
grinder machine
c o n t r o l l e r. I t c a n
generate G -code file
and transfer this file
to the machine to
star t processing. In
addition, during the
processing process,
the sensor signals
(spindle current,
acceleration gauge
signal, and acoustic
signal) are sent back
to the M-box for
parameter feedback

Figure 2.15 The experimental process and steps for the establishment of the intelligent prediction system database.

and correction. In order to collect the parameters and synchronize the processing database,
the current analysis results will be transmitted to the controller to collect the parameters and
simultaneously expand the processing database to achieve real-time prediction.
The sensors are placed on the grinder machine and imported into the VMX system for realtime monitoring and collection of signals. The LabVIEW software is used to develop the user
interface, and a large number of processing databases are built using the Neural network + PSO
algorithm. The processing data required by the user includes the selection of the workpiece
material, the type of the grinding wheel, the spindle speed, the axial grinding depth, the feed
rate and the interval, etc. At the same time, it is converted into a G-code file which can be read by
the grinding machine controller, and directly processed. The detailed experimental process and
execution process are shown in Figure 2.15.
We use the grinding wheels and processing parameters in the industry and use different
grinding conditions and parameter changes for medium carbon steel (S45C) and die steel (SKD11)
(such as workpiece material, grinding wheel type, spindle rotation number, axial grinding depth,
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feed) Rate and spacing, etc.)
After measuring the surface
roughness Ra after grinding,
data is collected and organized
to build the database. The
database construction is shown
in Figure 2.16. After the above
conditions and parameters
passed through the artificial
intelligence training and PSO,
the algorithm can be used to

Figure 2.16 Experimental parameters and processing parameters establishment.

make the calculation basis of
the database, so as to make the
effective machining accuracy
prediction system.
The project develops an
i n te l l i g e n t p l a n e g r i n d i n g
processing precision prediction
system, which uses the
commonly used materials and
processing parameters of the
industry to grind the workpiece

Figure 2.17 lane grinding processing precision prediction system interface display.

and capture the sensing signal during processing and measure the surface precision of the
workpiece after grinding to establish a grinding processing database. Introduce algorithms based
on domestic controllers and develop custom-made machining accuracy prediction software
systems. The PSO (particle swarm optimization) is used to train the processing database to predict
the machining accuracy. The LabVIEW program is used to develop the man-machine interface
and display the processing information and accuracy prediction at the same time, as shown in
Figure 2.17. Through the implementation of this project, the development of the surface grinding
machine precision prediction system is successfully developed.
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3. Optimizing Deep Learning for Applications to Robot Vision

PI: Shang-Hong Lai
Co-PIs: Chiou-Ting Hsu, Ching-Te Chiu, Jerry Chou, Che-Rung Lee, Chun-Yi Lee
Affiliation: Department of Computer Science, National Tsing Hua University
Due to the rapid advancement of robotics in recent years, various interactive robots have
been introduced to provide various services. For instance, Pepper from SoftBank in Japan and Hon
Hai Precision Industry, AIBO from Sony, etc. It is then desired that the robots are able to interact
with human and make sense of complicated real-world scenes. Therefore, the research in visual
recognition is important to encourage further progress in robotics. Recently, deep learning has
been employed in many applications and achieved promising results. This introduces many new
researches in the related fields for robot vision, allowing robots to be equipped with various visual
recognition capabilities.

3.1 AugGAN model for day-night transformation
Recently, deep learning has become the most well-known technique in artificial intelligent.
This technique mimics how human acquire new knowledge, which requires the machine to learn
from a large number of data in order to perform certain task successfully, e.g. object recognition,
etc. Therefore, training data is the key to success training of deep models. However, in addition
to a better design of deep models, lack of training data is one of the challenging problems in
deep learning. Therefore, synthesizing more training data has become a hot topic in the this field
recently.
Under the leadership of Professor
Shang-hong Lai, this team achieved a
great success in day and night driving
scene synthesis. During training, it is
difficult for a deep model to recognize
objects at night if the model is trained
on dataset that consists of only scene
during day, and vice versa. Hence, it is
important to develop a technique for

Figure 3.1 The proposed AugGAN is able to produce natural day to night transformation.
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image transformation, e.g. tranforming day-time images to night scenery. Therefore, this team
proposed AugGAN to achieve this goal by training adversarial networks for outdoor driving
scene. Compared to state-of-the-art methods, this technique is able to generate reality images.
This research (AugGAN: Cross Domain Adaptation with GAN-based Data Augmentation) was
published in one of the top conference in computer vision, that is ECCV 2018. It is expected
that this technique is not only able to improve auto driving systems, but also employed in other
applications that require scene trasformation.

3.2 World competition
Professor Chun-Yi Lee and his team won many competitions this year, including first place in
NVIDIA Jetson Developer Challenge and second runner up in Person In Context (PIC) Challenge
of ECCV 2018 Workshop. Their performance in the latter competition outperformed Virginia Tech
(third runner up) by a large margin. This proves that scholars from Taiwan are able to compete
with others globally in computer vision related competitions.

Figure 3.2 Professor Chun-Yi Lee and his team won first place in NVIDIA Jetson Developer Challenge.
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Their research was focusing on
helping robots to understand the
relationships between different objects
in an image. For instance, an object is
in front of another object, a person is
holding an object, etc. The proposed
deep model first performs semantic
segmentation. Then, the object
relationships can be determined based
on the segmentation information. In
addition, this work is the first attempt to
employ depth information to recognize
object relationships.

Figure 3.3 Professor Chun-Yi Lee and his team won second runner up in
Person In Context(PIC) Challenge of ECCV 2018 Workshop.

Figure 3.4 This work is the first attempt to employ depth information for understanding object relationships.

3.3 Improvement on Object Detection
In recent years, object detection has been an important topic in computer vision. The aim is
to locate the object while recognizing the object's class. With the advances in deep learning, there
have been a lot of deep models proposed for object detection and achieved promising results.
However, the trade-off between the accuracy and speed is always a concern. In order to deploy
the deep models to real world devices, the accuracy is always sacrificed in order to achieve real
time speed.
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In order to overcome this problem,
P r o f e s s o r C h i n g - Te C h i u's t e a m
proposed a new method to improve
the speed while minimizing the
accuracy loss. First, the networks are
pruned in order to reduce the network
size while understand how pruning
affects the performance. Then, MultiFeature Assisted Region Proposal
N e t wo r k i s p ro p o s e d to i m p ro ve
the accuracy. The proposed network

Figure 3.5 (Left) Classification can only recognize object class. (Right) Object
detection can locate all objects in addition to recognizing the object classes.

includes an Assisted Multi-Feature Concatenation to fuse features from different network layers.
Finally, Reduced Region Proposal Network is employed to estimate the candidate region in order
to reduce the accuracy loss from pruning. The proposed architecture can be viewed in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6 (a) Overall architecture, (b) Intra-Layer Concatenation, (c) Proposal Refinement, (d) Reduced RPN。
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3.4 Achievements and Future Expectation
Many outstanding achievements were made this year. Our teams published 15 conference
papers, including 5 top-tier AI conferences, e.g. CVPR, IJCAI, ECCV, NIPS, etc. Our teams also
have a total of 8 collaborations with several companies in the industry, e.g. Microsoft, Winbond,
MediaTek, Novatek, AU Optronics, ITRI, etc. With the interdisciplinary studies of computer vision
and AI, many new topics have been introduced. Meanwhile, the research environment in this field
has also become extremely competitive. We hope that our teams will continue to produce more
valuable scientific research in the future in order to contribute to the society.

Figure 3.7 Robotic Vision Workshop, participants include lecturers, students, and professionals from the industry.

Figure 3.8 Professor Jerry Chou and his team won the best performance award and first place in ASC Taiwan Student Cluster Competition.
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4. AI Agricultural Recycling Economy: Design and Construction of
"Unmanned AI Rapid Processing Plant for Organic Wastes"

PI: Chiu-Chung Young
Co-PIs: Yen-Wei Chu, Chih-Yu Wen, Chih-Peng Fan, Ching-Chih Tsai, Jyh-Yih Hsu,
Yung-Kuan Chan, Chung-The Sheng
Affiliations:
Department of Soil and Environmental Sciences, National Chung Hsing University
Institute of Genomics and Bioinformatics, National Chung Hsing University
Department of Electrical Engineering, National Chung Hsing University
Department of Management Information Systems, National Chung Hsing University
Department of Bio-Industrial Mechatronics Engineering, National Chung Hsing University

Figure 4.1 Academician Chiu-Chung Young participated in the Future Technology Exhibition hosted by the Ministry of Science and Technology.

Organic fertilizer is the most important fertilizer for sustainable agriculture that made from
organic wastes and became a key point indicator in soil fertilizer. The lack of labor in today's
society and intelligent treatment system for the rapid handling of organic wastes are serious
problems of waste disposal.
It is difficult to process organic waste because of its various types and a large amount. The
current traditional composting method requires a large area of dumping ground and 2-4 months
to process, which not only pollutes the environment but also causes odor and mess.
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Figure 4.2 The Rapid Processing Technology team was invested 300 million NT.

With the artificial intelligence of agricultural circular economy point of view, the project will
design and construction a "unmanned AI rapid processing factory for organic wastes". The project
will combine with domestic and foreign professors and professions in AI to develop learning to
automatically detect natural bodies of organic wastes, to develop and apply the large database,
expert systems and integration of learning and judgment processing AI hardware and software.
Based on the intelligence of the circular economy of agriculture, the project will be applied
to the innovative technology of the world's only three-hour rapid processing of organic waste to
make organic fertilizers, which was developed by Academician Chiu-Chung Young, and designed
and constructed the "Unmanned AI Rapid Processing Plant for Organic Wastes”. In order to
achieve the effective, rapid and total solution to the recycling, environmental protection and
labor difficulties of global organic waste, quickly produce high-quality and accurate nutrients
and organic fertilizers. The New Southward Policy and the whole plant export will significantly
enhance the development of our international competitiveness in the "smart urban and rural"
optimization and "new agriculture" and "circular economy".
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Figure 4.3 Artificial Intelligence for Intelligent Manufacturing Systems Research Center (AIMS) communicates with the AI research team.

4.1 Organic waste treatment technology and big data collection
Developing the design and construction of
the "Unmanned AI Rapid Processing Plant
for Organic Wastes", the project will provide
the basic parameters of AI professional and
automated machinery and the conditions
for the utilize of big data and equipment
requirements for auto-learning, so that
the design and construction of other
subgroups Detection, AI intelligent analysis
and automatic processing equipment
system, reached the goal of establishing
a smart treatment plant with no organic
waste to make customized organic fertilizer
within 3 hours.

Figure 4.4 Rapid Processing Technology Exhibition at Taipei Invention
Exhibition (Nangang Science and Technology Association).
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4.2 Image identification detection design of organic waste
Develop an image recognition method for classifying the kinds of agricultural wastes, so that
the AI-ARP machine can use different procedures to convert agricultural wastes into fertilizer.
In this project, 12 common agricultural wastes in Taiwan will be converted. The tasks of the subproject in this year are collecting the testing images, analyzing related information, extracting the
texture features of the images, and then creating the prototype of AI-ARP machine with Neural
network algorithm.
At present, the prototype of the image recognition model has been established. In the future,
in the process of establishing the model, the improvement steps of feature selection, outlier
processing, parameter adjustment, etc., are also scheduled to observe the misclassified images in
the prototype, and again using the clustering algorithm. Find categories to adapt to the diversity
of agricultural waste, and then use different parameters or algorithms for image recognition
training, it is expected to further improve the classification accuracy rate, so that the image
recognition mechanism of agricultural waste can reach a practical level.

Figure 4.5 Sensor function and communication test architecture diagram and LoRa wireless sensing network system architecture of
intelligent organic waste treatment plant.
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Figure 4.6 Sensor function and communication test architecture diagram and LoRa wireless sensing network system architecture of
intelligent organic waste treatment plant.

4.3 Intelligent judgment and device design of organic waste
The organic waste sensor is an analytical component or module developed using the
chemical and specific identification characteristics of organic waste, including an organic waste
identification system and a signal transmission conversion system. The main principle is to be
the detection of organic waste and the identification system acts to generate light waves and
electrochemical reactions, and then convert these changes into output signals for analysis and
detection purposes. This sub-project will provide environmental data for the production and
distribution of organic fertilizers through the network and system construction of low-power
wireless sensing sensors, such as moisture content, pH and nitrogen content, allowing smart
processing plants to be used. Wisdom analysis, and then seek ways to improve organic fertilizer
production.

4.4 Design of automatic processing system equipment for organic waste
The system will build intelligent automated classification and manufacturing facilities to
produce organic fertilizers based on the characteristics of organic waste. Firstly, based on the
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intelligent identification system, the image recognition will be carried out with deep learning,
and the organic wastes to be imported will be correctly classified (such as livestock manure, fresh
kitchen waste, agricultural waste, etc.), and large wastes will be filtered, broken or crushed, and
stored in three storage tanks according to the residual moisture content of the waste. Then, using
different storage characteristics (moisture content, pH value, material thickness, etc.) of each
storage tank, they are mixed according to the reaction formula of the smart expert system. At the
same time, according to the different organic waste formula and the materials mixed in the prestage system, the most suitable amount of enzyme powder is automatically added to improve the
reaction, and the five enzymes in different proportions are mixed into the reaction tank, and the
smart type is added during the period. The temperature control system maintains the appropriate
temperature and humidity to produce organic fertilizers that meets customer needs. Finally, an
overall production system will be constructed through different conveyor belts or pipelines in
order to realize the goal of automatic factory/plant, and will use those techniques from other
cooperating sub-projects (IoT, sensor networks and so on) to achieve control and monitoring of
the proposed automatic production line.

4.5 Future prospects
The design and construction of the automation system for the unmanned organic waste
rapid treatment plant can improve the recycling rate of organic waste, and also increase the
production efficiency of organic fertilizer through large-scale automated production lines, so as
to avoid loss caused by failure concern. The conversion of organic waste into organic fertilizers
that are beneficial to the growth of agricultural plants not only enables effective waste utilization,
but also increases new output value and wealth, and has a direct and significant contribution to
economic development and environmental protection. In the future, it is hoped that the largescale equipment of the whole plant will be concentrated and miniaturized and promoted to
various farmhouses. In addition to reducing the burden on farmers for the disposal of agricultural
waste, it also effectively provides farmers to replace chemical fertilizers with their own organic
fertilizers. Apply opportunities to further implement the circular agriculture goal of sustainable
development.
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5. GAN-Inspired Deep Learning Techniques and Network
Compression for Computer Vision Applications

PI: Tyng-Luh Liu
Co-PIs: Hwann-Tzong Chen, Hsing-Kuo Pao
Affiliations: Institute of Information Science, Academia Sinica
Department of Computer Science, National Tsing Hua University
Department of Computer Science and Information Engineering, National
Taiwan University of Science and Technology
The flourish development of deep learning techniques has made enthusiastically exploring
artificial intelligence applications in different domains a wide-spread phenomenon. With close
collaborations, this project is focused on computer vison research, and coordinated by Tyng-Luh
Liu (IIS, Academia Sinica), Hwann-Tzong Chen (CS, NTHU) and Hsing-Kuo Pao (CSIE, NTUST). In
the first year (2018), we have targeted at the following four research topics.

5.1 Develop emerging computer vision techniques for 360-degree videos
Techniques for analyzing 360-degree videos need to satisfactorily address the image
distortion issue. Unlike the conventional perspective videos, image frames of a 360-degree video
are represented in a different way. Take, for example, the popular equirectangular layout, in which
these days most of the 360-degree videos you find in YouTube are encoded in this format. The
equirectangular projection has the advantages of being both rectangular and convenient to
visualize. However, it introduces
sever distor tions near the top
and the bottom of the layout.
Recently, in an attempt to seek a
better representation, Facebook
has proposed to use the Cube
Map layout to encode 360-degree
v i d e o s . S p e c i f i c a l l y, t h e C u b e
Map encodes a spherical image
with six cube faces and yields less
Figure 5.1 Saliency detections provide useful information for viewing 360。 videos.

distortions than equirectangular.
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Our main research goal is to design efficient DNN
techniques to perform saliency detection for 360-degree
videos encoded in the Cube Map format.

5.2 Develop state-of-the-art detection and
semantic segmentation techniques
The current trend of deep network architectures
for object detection can be categorized into onestage detectors and two-stage detectors. One-stage
detectors perform the task of object detection in an
end-to-end single-pass manner. On the other hand,
two-stage detectors divide the task into two subproblems that respectively focus on extracting object
region proposals and classifying each of the candidate

Figure 5.2 The non-local ROI enriches
the representation with global information.

regions. The focal point of this research centralizes at
the two-stage techniques for object detection and semantic segmentation. We notice that the
ability to capture long-range and non-local information is a key success factor of deeper CNNs.
For vanilla Mask R-CNN, the only way to acquire non-local information for each Region of Interest
(RoI) is to explore the high-level features extracted by the deep backbone network. However, the
high-level features are shared among all RoIs of different spatial locations, semantic categories,
and branches for different tasks. Such high-level features are assumed to be general rather than
specific for individual RoIs so that they are applicable to all the above varieties. Therefore, it is
difficult for the same set of features to also contain the RoI-specific information. This research
effort aims to propose new computational models so that non-local information among region
proposals can be conveniently explored to improve the performance.

5.3 Develop cost-aware DNN compression techniques
Observe that a deep-net model typically comprises a huge number of parameters that may not
be efficient for run-time computation and also take up large amounts of storage. Such concerns
have not been mitigated by that most of the state-of-the-art deep learning methods tend to
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adopt deeper and complicated
architecture to improve the
accuracy. Meanwhile, there is also
an immediate need for lightweight
and efficient versions of deep
networks that can be easily ported
to and run on embedded systems
or mobile devices. We are thus
motivated to develop a costaware method that can reduce

Figure 5.3 The concept of pruning layer is general to all kinds of DNNs.

the complexity (e.g., size or FLOPs) of a given network significantly, without compromising its
expected performance.

5.4 Develop attention-based reasoning techniques for visual question answering
We aim to address a specific problem of Visual Question Answering (VQA) that is coined
as Movie Question Answering (MQA). For a model to deal with a question answering (QA) task,
it is expected to have the ability of analyzing visual and textual contents and inferring the most
plausible answer to a given question. The MQA task is deemed to be challenging in that the
correct answering requires a comprehensive understanding of not only the recognition sub-task
(who, where, and when) but also the reasoning sub-task (what, why, and how) via associating
the visual content with the textual and vice versa. We would focus on designing a new attention
based model that is able to propagate attention across different segments in a movie sequence
to address the MQA problem.

5.5 Phased goals
The outcomes for our first-year efforts are encouraging. First, in designing computer vision
techniques for processing 360-degree videos, we have proposed a cube padding technique
to extend the existing CNNs to accommodating images encoded with the cube map layout.
Second, in designing new techniques for object detection and semantic segmentation, we have
established a non-local ROI framework to improve the existing DNN approaches for the targeted
tasks. Third, in developing effective techniques for compressing DNNs, we have introduced the
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Figure 5.4 A2A explores attention cues to better solve the problem of MovieQA.

notion of pruning layer to seamlessly achieve the resulting optimization for network compression.
Fourth, in exploring deep-net techniques for visual question answering, we have established an
attention-to-attention reasoning framework for tackling the challenging MQA problem.

5.6 Summarize the main accomplishments in 2018
● Our research effort on addressing saliency detection for 360-degree videos is published in CVPR
2018, one of the top-tier international conference on computer vision. We have filed international
patent applications for the cube padding technique developed in this work.
● With the proposed non-local ROI technique, we have participated in the Robust Vision Challenge in
CVPR 2018, and our method is the first-place winner for the Instance Segmentation Contest.
● We have developed a state-of-the-art technique for compressing deep networks. The proposed
pruning-layer approached is general and applicable to almost all types of DNNs. We also have filed
international patent applications for our method.
● To better address the MQA problem, we establish an attention-to-attention (A2A) reasoning
approach to thoroughly consider the multi-modality information, the question hints, and the
candidate answers. The proposed method was the top one winner on the MovieQA leader board
until August 2018.
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6. AI for Smart Control, Maintenance and Machining of
Internet of Machine Tools

PI: Chih-Chun Cheng
Co-PIs: Jyh-Horng Chou, De-Shin Liu, Meng-Shiun Tsai, Wen-Hsin, Hsieh
Shyh-LehChen,Yung-Chou Kao, Chih-Min Yao, Fong-Zhi Chen
Affiliation: Advanced Machine Tools Center, National Chung Cheng University

T h i s p ro j e c t i n c o r p o r a te d a r t i f i c i a l
intelligence (AI) elements into the machine
tool manufacturing industries to explore and
develop related technology with respect to
four aspects: control, maintenance, machining,
and manufacturing. In addition to experience
obtained from previous and current projects
(e.g., smart machine tools, controller-based
value addition, mechanical networking)
and the willingness of the government to

Figure 6.1 The experimental machine of this study was a vertical
machine center (VC608, Tongtai Machine & Tool); command
paths were obtained from this machine. The image depicts the
condition where the machine setting and loading were ready for the
experiment.

promote smart machinery, the
introduction of AI elements
to achieve the goals of smart
tool machining and smar t
manufacturing is worthy of
attention. The center will
closely collaborate with
industries and legal persons
(Advantech, Hiwin, Tongtai, and
the National Applied Research
Laboratories [NARLabs]) to
implement and apply research
and development (R&D) results
from schools to industries in
order to upgrade precision

Figure 6.2 Establishment of the contact stiffness conversion rule for the linear guideway.
With the model where the platform was integrated with linear guideway, the setting
developed in the Ansys software experiment was verified. The setting was reasonably
applied to Recurdyn (multibody dynamics) software by using the modal response and
comparing the vibration shape and frequency to minimize errors.
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Figure 6.3 Machine control architecture. Recurdyn (structural model) and Simulink (controller model and friction model) were
incorporated to simulate the real movement of a machine.

tool machining to smart tool machining in Taiwan. Smart manufacturing platforms can be created
through mechanical networking to improve the strength and international competitiveness of
domestic machine tool industries.
Smart machining is primarily applied to establish a virtual machine tool that integrates a
flexible multibody control in order to generate virtual data and provide AI training for subprojects.
The technology includes (1) establishing a reduced flexible body of five major castings and using
modal superposition to construct reduced models for elements such as base, saddle, platform,
column, headstock, and tool magazine; (2) establishing a structural model of multibody dynamics
including a feed system and interface contact setting; (3) formulating contact stiffness conversion
rules and applying the setting validated by Ansys to Recurdyn; (4) correcting the uniaxial entire
equivalent moment of inertia—compared with the actual machine, the multibody-dynamics
structural model lacks components such as bearings and telescopic covers; thus, the entire
moment of inertia must be corrected and (5) verifying the movement path—specifically, verifying
the tracking and contour error of the uniaxial movement path and physical properties such as
torque, speed, and acceleration.
Virtual machine technology can be used to simulate the static and dynamic characteristics
of the developed machine in order to investigate the received force and deformation of each
part of the machine under various acceleration rates or paths. Because the service lifetime
can be calculated, modification can be made before production to reduce unnecessary R&D
costs. Through scientific virtual design, a digital model of the feed system can be constructed
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to eliminate the conventional development rules of trial and error and reverse design. This
model can be used to predict or explore the dynamic characteristics of the feed system during
development. In addition, dynamic performance analysis technology is helpful for evaluating the
structural characteristics of relevant effects of the feed system, and reduces the time and cost
of development and the likelihood of product correction being required. Thus, favorable design
results can be obtained.
Developed virtual machine tool models are expected to generate training data for
subprojects. Examples of such models are described as follows. (1) Smart maintenance: Long-term
wear reduces the stiffness of the bearing. To explore the effects of the processing path on the
vibration of the platform and tool, adopting this method can substantially improve the efficiency
of data collection in wear tests; thus, obtaining required information through long-term wear
tests and measurements is no longer necessary. (2) Smart control: Optimizing parameters such as
controller PID and reducing the corner error and vibration generated by square or circular paths.

Figure 6.4 Comparison between experimental and simulated output of
torque response. This figure shows that the Recurdyn structural model, J
(inertia model), and actual machine (in the experiment) shared the same
movement path. The output torque results of the three models were
consistent. In the figure, RD represents the Recurdyn structural model,
J is the experimentally identified inertia model, and Exp is the actual
machine in the experiment.

Figure 6.5 Comparison between experimental and simulated
uniaxial movement path on the Y-axis, where RD represents
the Recurdyn structural model, Exp is the experimental value,
Command is the path command, and J is the simulated inertia. The
figure indicates that the results of the simulation and experiment
were consistent.

The purpose of smart machining was to apply AI manufacturing technology to optical
element production lines and standalone machines in order to improve the yield. In the first year
of this subproject, a database for standalone machines was constructed, including parameters
for various controllers and acquired data for sensors. The results of the project were verified by
using the five-axis optical element molding system at the Instrument Technology Research Center
of NARLabs. The sensor data will be uploaded to the big data management cloud platform of
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the National Center for High-performance
Computing through networking technology.
The sensor information was first processed by
MEMS-based vibration sensing technology
to ensure the stability of the test platform;
subsequently, value-added visualization
technology was used to present the sensor
information.
This study will be conducted using the
database for standalone machines. First, the
communication protocol inter face of the
controller network must be confirmed to

Figure 6.6 Configuration of vibration and temperature sensors in
the grinder machine.

perform real-time transmission of controller
parameters. Various sensors should be installed
on the tool machine according to the principles
of processing practice, and the communication
interface of the data acquisition device should
be confirmed to establish a real-time data
acquisition system.
Ten sets of accelerometers were installed in
various axial directions of the molding machine
to acquire vibration signals, and 12 sets of

Figure 6.7 Acquisition interface and diagrams of real-time time
domain data for the vibration signal.

temperature sensors were installed at potential
heating sites of the molding machine to obtain
temperature signals. Figure 6.6 shows the
sensor configuration of the molding system.
A human–machine interface was established
to integrate the vibration, temperature, and
sound acquisition modules. In addition to data
acquisition, the human–machine interface can
monitor and demonstrate the real-time time

Figure 6.8 Vibration sensor module.
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domain data in the diagram, and thus can
visualize sensor information. Figure 6.7 shows
the acquisition interface and diagrams of realtime time domain data of the vibration and
microphone signals.
In the initial stage of establishing a big
data management cloud platform, the vibration
response measured by the MEMS-based
vibration sensor chip was introduced into the

Figure 6.9 Webpage for the big data management cloud platform.

platform data management space for stress
testing. The measuring wafer was an ADXL335
three-axis sensor module. The measurement
range was +/-2 g and the sampling frequency
was 1000 Hz. The measurement module is
shown in Figure 6.8. The vibration response
stored by the cloud platform can be browsed
on a website; Figure 6.9. shows the homepage.
If the cursor is moved onto the target device
on the website, the color of the module of the
sensor installed on the device changes.
For Smart Manufacturing of the Internet of
Medical Things, a smart molding and processing

Figure 6.10 The management platform website has already been
developed; it was tested and connected to a standalone
controller (new generation controller) to monitor the real-time
status of the machine. In future, connections between multiple
m a c h i n e s a n d m u l t i p l e b r a n d s ( FA N U C , S i e m e n s , a n d
Heidenhain) will be established for timely calculation of
production costs and analysis of the processing condition. If
the machine were to function abnormally, past records could
be examined by using this system.

system was established. The data of controllers and sensors were integrated into edge computing
to construct a database for standalone machines. The big data management cloud platform was
completed and underwent stress testing by using a MEMS-based sensor module positioned on
the optical molding machine at the Instrument Technology Research Center of NARLabs.
Smart maintenance, an algorithm, generated huge amounts of data by using the finite
element method thermal model, which was established and verified by the spindle of the
VC608 machine, to train and test the AI or machine learning. The figure shows the temperature
distribution and thermal deformation of spindle failure, including the following three failure
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Figure 6.11 Temperature index and tool point thermal deformation caused by spindle failure.

conditions: (a) Because of long-term use, the heat release one or several bearings decreases
owing to preloading. (b) The heat release of one or several bearings increases owing to ball wear.
(c) Failure or function reduction of the cooling
system occurs. Specifically, system failure (c)
affects the spindle most severely, and the most
severe condition is failure of the cooling system.
The right side of the figure shows thermal
deformation of the tool point under each failure
condition. Specifically, the thermal deformation
of cooling system failure (brown dotted line)
has a different trend to that of the other failure
conditions. After 4 hours, the heat dissipation
rate of the spindle rotation was lost because of
spindle failure, causing the thermal deformation
of tool point. Compared with another spindle
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Figure 6.12 Thermocouple extraction module.

failure condition (return to no thermal
deformation), 10-μm thermal deformation
was still present after 8 hours (4 hours after
failure).

6.1 Edge computing box collects
information during operation
The intelligent control module and
acquisition system were independently
developed in the early stage; equipped with
the intelligent control card, the system was
able to synchronously acquire commends—
including actual position, position error,
speed, and torque—for the spindle and

Figure 6.13 IEPE accelerometer extraction module.

each servo axis. Equipped with the acquisition system, the module was designed to integrate
four acquisition module layers. Each layer was equipped with multichannel thermocouples and
Integrated Electronics Piezo-Electric (IEPE) accelerometers so that intelligent control module
could be flexibly combined with the acquisition system to develop technology corresponding
to the thermal compensation, cutting chatter, and tool wear of various temperature increases.
The technology was used to evaluate and select appropriate sensors for data collection during
machine operation.

Figure 6.14 Database construction: Connection architecture.

Figure 6.15 Big data analysis: Contour error and processing time
feature extraction.
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Figure 6.16 Application of smart processing: Optimization of interpolation parameters.

6.2 Integration of serial connection and establishment of the database system
Currently, the most widely used application is the associated database, which is based on the
powerful query language SQL. In addition, the “transaction” of this database is designed to
ensure the security and integrity of all data therein. Rapid data transmission is undisturbed and
the associated storage method is close to big data storage in the mechanical field. Considering
the subsequent expansion and flexibility of use in academic units, the open source associated
database MariaDB was selected as the database.

6.3 Big data analysis, feature extraction, and intelligent processing applications
Based on the system integration results, the time domain and frequency domain signals
in the data were analyzed to obtain the unique performance features of machine tools such as
processing time and contour error. These features were used to quantify and evaluate the quality
of the machine tool; such evaluation had previously been difficult. Current machine-learning
methods such as self-organizing maps, k-nearest neighbor, and neural network models could be
integrated to obtain the optimal parameters through algorithms. The team collected the data
from the fixed path experiment for analysis and feature extraction. A neural network was used to
learn the characteristics of mechanical properties under various interpolation parameters, and
the optimization method was integrated to obtain intelligent processing parameters under the
operating situation.
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7. Integrated AI Planning and Scheduling Framework for
Mold Manufacturing

PI: Wen-Ren Jong
Co-PIs: Shia-Chung Chen, Shih-Ming Wang
Affiliation: R&D Center for Smart Manufacturing, Chung Yuan Christian University
Mold manufacturing is a multidiscipline and complex technique. To produce a mold, it is
necessary to machine hundreds of components through different processes. After assembling,
the test and mass production of the molding can be started. However, the precision of the
mold-components affect the quality a lot. In the past these engineering details are insured by
high-performance machining and experienced engineers to maintain the normal development
process. With the shortened life-cycle of consumer products and the job-shop production
for mold manufacturing, in order to maintain high order rates and meet delivery deadlines,
the manufacturing process becomes a more challenging issue. If the process was done in the
traditional way by the experienced experts, the mastering of manufacturing planning, machining
scheduling, and unexpected interruptions will be getting harder. It will be difficult to level up the
machining and molding precision and quality.
In order to make the breakthrough for the difficulties faced by the domestic mold
industry, the team used three themes to help mold planning and scheduling toward intelligent
development. With digitization, systematization, cloudization and AI, this project aims to resolve
the bottlenecks of current manufacturing process and elevate the overall quality consistently.

7.1 Development of Optimized Scheduling and Multi-objective Algorithms
In the past, when the scheduling system arranged the parts and the processing sequence
of each manufacturing machine, most of them were aimed at the shortest completion time.
However, in the actual manufacturing site, if the factors such as the state of the machine and
the sudden abnormality were taken into consideration, completion time is sometimes not the
best target of scheduling. This is the gap between the scheduling system and the practical
manufacturing. Therefore, the team combines the optimized algorithm with the multi-agent
system to develop a fast computing results that can fulfill the practical production. Moreover,
multi-objective optimization for scheduling are developed to meet different requirements.
● Hybrid algorithm development
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Faced with thousands of components in
the mold factory, the scheduling optimization
algorithm should reduce the total completion
time to the minimum value, which requires a
lot of computing resources and time. In order
to resolve the performance problem, the team
adopts a hybrid algorithm to improve the
efficiency of optimization. The main system
firstly uses the theory Earliest Due Date (EDD)
to obtain the pre-scheduled results of the
initial versions of each process, and then
uses the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and the Ant
Colony Algorithm (ACO) to obtain the further
optimization results. With the same number of

Figure 7.1 Adding the calculus of GA to get better scheduling
results with faster computation.

mold components, this algorithm compares the optimizing difference of ACO before and after
adding GA. As shown in Figure 7.1(a), the ant colony algorithm starting point (Iteration=0) is
the EDD scheduling result without and with GA. It shows that GA can save 6 hours for this case;
moreover, fewer iterations are needed to find better scheduling results. In terms of computing
performance, although it takes a little more time to add GA, the scheduling result of adding GA
can make the ACO on a better basis and reduce the number of iterations of optimization, so the
overall computing time can also be shortened. The total CPU time is 22 seconds longer than the
EDD scheduling, as shown in Figure 7.1(b), but the makespan is shortened from 390.8 hours to
365.47 hours (a decrease of 6.8%).

7.2 Machine Learning for Matching Manufacturing Features and Machining Precision
Manufacturing planning of mold-components is an important stage that must be
performed before the planning of the consecutive jobs. At this stage, the engineer must arrange
the machining-job method and estimate the processing time for each mold component.
Furthermore, the process must considered the derived intermediate jobs (such as electrodes,
fixtures), in addition, the production cost and the available machine resources are also important
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factors in the factory. As such,
manufacturing planning in
the mold industr y always
have to be relied on the
experiences of very senior
professionals. With so many
uncertain factors to insure,
the frequent repeating works
and repaired components
are also the bottleneck

Figure 7.2 Through the feature recognition module, the system can list the processing
features on the CAD parts, and help engineers arrange the process order.

needed to be resolved in the
smart factory.
In the first year, the team developed the mold design and manufacturing feature analysis
methodologies. As shown in Figure 7.2, the API was used to programmatically develop the feature
recognition module to capture the points, lines and faces on the CAD model features. Then, the
feature characteristics of geometric relationship can be matched with pre-defined template. The
current capabilities have been extended to identify the manufacturing features with precision,
and overcome the drawbacks of feature overlap. The feature recognition module has been
integrated with the expert system of manufacturing planning developed by this project. With
the labeled features of the
identified categories, the
system will automatically
c a p t u re t h e m u l t i - a n g l e
images. As shown in Figure
7.3, the captured images
with labels are used as the
training data set for deep
neural networks. The trained
model can currently identify
t h e t h re e m o s t c o m m o n
m a n u f a c t u r i n g f e a t u re s ,

Figure 7.3 The expert system automatically captures the CAD files at different angles as a
training data for the deep neural learning to learn the matching relationship between the
features and the process.
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namely, milling, EDM, and wire EDM (WEDM) with high matching rate.

7.3 Data-visualization Analysis for Integrated Manufacturing Planning and Scheduling
Confirming the pros and cons of mold manufacturing can be obtained from the accuracy
of estimated job-time, the efficiency of machining resources, and the precision quality of
components. However, these information and values are not easy to sort, reckon and analyze.
Taking the estimation of the machining job-time as an example, in order to avoid the impact
of interrupted or abnormal jobs for the scheduled due date, the engineer will normally reserve
more allowance for the job-time based on the past experience. Under the accumulated job-

Figure 7.4 Through the machine group analysis interface, users can know the current status of scheduling and the present loading of
each machine group in the production line.
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Figure 7.5 Through the man-machine interface, users can quickly make response to the early warning of some parts from the system,
such as outsourcing or modifying delivery date.

time of all machining components, it will be very difficult to estimate the production schedule of
the new mold design and manufacturing. In order to improve the accuracy of scheduling, and
even enhance the precision and yield of components, the human-machine interface of datavisualization is an important tool to help mold factories transforming experience into knowledge.
In the past, in order to analyze the start and end job-time of the same type of process, it is
necessary to inquire the components and materials of the dispatch list one by one. In addition to
the inconvenience and inefficiency, the manual operation is prone to statistical errors. It is even
impossible to estimate the accurate job-time for the machining components. In this year, the
team developed a machine group analysis interface, as shown in Figure 7.4. Using the processing
Gantt chart of the machine, matching the loading chart of the machine group, so that the user
can clearly query relevant information and analyze the use of machines and groups more quickly
and accurately. On the other hand, in the past, when rearranging the manufacturing loading, the
state of machining resources must be reassure to determine the designated machine or manpower
to support. Through the realization of human-machine interface, the user can clear identify the
overtime quantity and scale of machining group. It can further help to settle the issues through
different approaches visually as shown in Figure 7.5.
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8. New System Architectures and Design Flow of Edge Intelligence
with Deep Learning Technologies for Industrial IoT Applications

PI: Tien-Fu Chen
Co-PIs: Shiao-Li Tsao, Tay-Jyi Lin, Tsung-Liang Wu
Affiliations: Department of Computer Science, National Chiao Tung University
Department of System-on-Chip(SOC) Research Center, National Chung
Cheng University
Department of Mechanical and Automation Engineering, National
Kaohsiung University of Science and Technology

Figure 8.1 Vertical system integration on deep learning edge system architectures.

Contemporary AI applications are mostly based on Nvidia solutions, from DGX-1 servers
to edge engines (e.g. TX2) to realize the applications with deep learning (such as smart city,
intelligent industry). However, such a design flow is not suitable to edge computing. As the deep
learning is widely developed and attracting many attentions, the edge applications with deep
learning will become very common in the future. Limited by power and performance constraints,
edge nodes are not easily designed with deep learning capability. Hence, a combined software/
hardware optimization flow is essential to make the edge intelligence design possible with best
performance and cost tradeoffs.
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The project is entitled as "New System
Architectures and Design Flow of Edge
Intelligence with Deep Learning Technologies for
Industrial IoT Applications." It aims at developing
an integrated system architecture and its
design flow to enable a good solution for edge
intelligence, as shown in Figure 8.1. We focus on
the problems that may arise in the manufacturing
industries and try to find the solutions to mitigate
the software barriers. Hopefully our solutions can
contribute to the automation industry in Taiwan.

Figure 8.2 Fine-tuning Services – Dr. Opt: Hyper-parameter
suggestions and model optimizations.

We will focus on four major topics:
(A)Network optimization and dynamic training framework
(B)IR form and a new dataflow machine ISA:
i. translate machine learning model into an Intermediate form to enable hardware-independent
optimization
ii. define a dataflow machine ISA so that features of target architectures can be used to enable
hardware-dependent optimization
(C)Realization and deployment by hardware-specific deployment finalizer
(D)System practices in real fields: Data is the king for AI.
There are three main components of our solution.
1. Dr. Opt - A platform to enable hyper-parameter fine-turning services: We provide an APIbased query server, which provides deep learning model hyper-parameter fine-tuning
services. The service can be decoupled to the deep learning training server. Dr. Opt gives
the suggesting parameters to the training server based on what the data the training server
sends iteratively, as shown in Figure 8.2. Also, we provide a friendly interface for users to check
the progress of the received data and the suggesting parameters.
2. Edge Intelligence - AI optimization: Due to resource constraints of edge devices, we
compress the well-trained models to fit in the constraints. Choosing from techniques of
quantization, pruning, rank decomposition, or filter sparsity methods, we consider a trade-
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Figure 8.3 AI optimization: AI realization and optimization (Edge Intelligence).

off methodology between the model accuracy and the computational complexity to find a
suitable optimization for the edge intelligent device.
3. On-Device AI - retraining and incremental update: To adapt to the execution fields, we
adopt retraining mechanisms, as shown in Figure 8.3. We use effective collected data to
perform incremental update on the device, which provides on-premises AI computing
services.

8.1 Applied on Industries
Machine learning is a key of industrial IoT applications, including solutions to help to build
models of monitoring, predictive maintenance, and real-time process optimization for the entire
smart service. Faced increasingly growing deep learning techniques, all major international
companies, such as Microsoft's Cognitive Service and Amazon's Lambda @Edge, are studying
on various edge intelligence research about how to realize the AI applications at the edges.
Edge devices process and calculate data close to the data source, which thus minimizes data
transmission latency so that it will respond prediction results quickly.
In addition to considering to close to the data nodes, we add the function of model
optimization and update locally. With requirements of power saving and computational
constraints in the fields, we also study on-device AI solutions on the edge computing systems.
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9. Industry 3.5 Solutions of AI & Big Data Analytics for
Intelligent Manufacturing

PI: Chen-Fu Chien
Co-PI: Chia-Yu Hsu
Affiliations: Department of Industrial Engineering and Engineering Management,
National Tsing Hua University
Department of Industrial Engineering and Management, National Taipei
University of Technology

9.1 Industry 3.5 as Hybrid Strategy for Taiwan and Emerging Countries
Leading nations including Germany and the USA have reemphasized manufacturing and
proposed national strategies such as Industry 4.0 and AMP; China is also promoting Made
in China 2025 to upgrade her industrial structure. The paradigm of global manufacturing is
changing, and the increasing adoption of AI, big data analytics, cloud computing, Internet of
Things (IoT), intelligent machines and robotics has empowered manufacturing intelligence for
smart production and agile supply chains.
Leading international companies are competing for the dominant positions in this newly
created area through providing novel value-proposition solutions, and/or employing new
technologies to construct manufacturing platforms to
attract and recruit potential partners and users. But,
the industry structure of most emerging countries
might not be ready for the migration of Industry 4.0,
or for facing other challenges such as governing,
promoting productivity, maintaining economic growth
and creating jobs.
Our DALab team aims to integrate various efforts
to empower intelligent manufacturing and digital
transformation for Made in Taiwan to maintain its
competitive advantages. We have proposed Industry
3.5 as a hybrid strategy between Industry 3.0 and
the to-be Industry 4.0. Five core technologies are
proposed and validated the approaches through a
number of in-depth industrial collaborations with
leading companies in different fields including the
high-tech manufacturing, assembly, process, and

Figure 9.1 DALab Solutions x Associates Co., Ltd. entered
into the center of innovative incubator of National Tsing
Hua University in January 10th, 2018.
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textile industries. We also spin off a startup, namely, DALab Solutions X Associates (DALabx) Co.,
Ltd., in the Incubation Center of NTHU that aims to provide analytical solutions for small-medium
sized enterprises without in-house analytical teams to enable intelligent manufacturing.

9.2 Industry 3.5 Technology Roadmap
Through dedicated research and validations in industries for continuous enhancements,
our solutions have won a number of awards in 2019, including the 2019 MOST Technology
Breakthrough Expo, the 2019 Taiwan Innotech Expo, the 2019 most worth-investment AI teams,
and a special coverage in Taiwan Research Highlights (http://trh.gase.most.ntnu.edu.tw/en/article/
content/14). The proposed Industry 3.5 has five core technologies including "Smart Factory",
"Digital Decision", "Smart Supply Chain", "Smart Production" and "Total Resource Management"
as follows:

Figure 9.2 Professor Chien shared the experience of promoting Industr y 3.5 and industr y-university cooperative
r e s e a r c h p r o j e c t of DA L a b t e a m f o r I n d u s t r y 3 . 5 w i t h E v e r e s t t e x t i l e C o . , L t d . , w h i c h d e v e l o p e d t h e d y e i n g machine scheduling and the capacity load table to color the fabrics with both production efficiency and flexibility.
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● Smart Factor y: We have conducted in-depth studies to develop big data analytics
solutions with effective manufacturing intelligence for yield management in the most
complex semiconductor manufacturing processes. For example, there is a study based on the
manufacturing system and queuing theory to clarify the influence relationship of each input
factor, and then to apply the applicant's research on data processing capability of semiconductor
manufacturing big data to develop a neural network enabling manufacturing intelligence. Since
the important parameters are difficult to obtain, to support the decision making and find out the
production decision rules for the most suitable parameter interval to reduce the production cycle
time, the research provided specific improvement direction to reduce the in-process standard
of each stage of the production line, effectively reducing the production cycle time. This study
won the 2011 best paper award of IEEE TASE. Furthermore, as wafer fabrication is reaching nanotechnology nodes, linewidth is increasingly complicated for semiconductor manufacturing. The
teams have developed a novel approach integrating a feed-forward Run-to-Run (R2R) controller
and the proposed mini-max regret tool dispatching rule to determine tool affinity to hedge
the variation between the photolithography for pattern development and the etching process
to effectively reduce the etching bias caused by tool misalignment. To begin with smart defect
diagnosis, we can help panel factories achieving smart manufacturing abilities by developing
defect distribution maps with data mining frameworks to build up the diagnosis mechanism.
It will greatly shorten the diagnosis time from several hours by human eye detection to several
minutes by utilizing machine learning techniques.
Collaborations

Projects and Involved Solutions

Analytical services Company Big data and multivariate analysis to improve DRAM process yield.
Optoelectronic Company

Research and development of big data analysis and equipment
health monitoring model for CVD machine equipment parameters.

Packaging and testing
company

Advanced IC packaging process machine difference monitoring
module.

Packaging and testing
company

Advanced IC packaging process for the second solder joint
parameter optimization model.

● Digital Decision: For product yield of the precision manufacturing and IC packaging industry,
it will be significantly affected by the control of the process parameters. The optimal process
parameters of the machine learning algorithm can be used to obtain the optimal process
parameters to improve the high adjustment efficiency. The partner can shorten the time from two
weeks to two days, and increase the product yield from the original 70% to 90%.
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Collaborations

Projects and Involved Solutions

Precision forming Company

Precision molding process big data analysis II

● Smart Supply Chain: To consider the characteristics of large fluctuations and frequent
interruptions of a single customer in the semiconductor component market, it can construct
a demand forecasting model to improve the accuracy of demand forecasting, as the basis for
scientific decision-making in the supply chain. The results included 34 improvements in 53
products with an accuracy of 64.15%.
Collaborations

Projects and Involved Solutions

Semiconductor
Component Supplier

Semiconductor component supply chain demand forecasting,
inventory management decision model and its decision support
system prototype.

● Smart Production: To empower smart production, we have developed the UNISON Decision
Framework and PDCCCR strategy that integrate manufacturing strategic decisions including
pricing, demand planning, capacity configuration, capital expenditure, and cost structuring to
optimize revenue and profitability. For example, to consider the high-variation orders in the textile
industry, our solutions have the scheduling capability of different processes due to customization
to achieve stable and high-quality output. The results show that the machine utilization rate has
increased from 72% to 96%, and has increased from 89% to 92% for the accuracy of the judgment
of the number of cylinder cleaning times.
Collaborations

Projects and Involved Solutions

Textile & Dyeing Industry

Pushing the dyeing machine automatic scheduling module to its
North Carolina plant in the United States.

● Total Resource Management: To enhance flexible decision making for agile manufacturing, we
have developed resource optimization solutions in light of multiple objectives, while considering
uncertainty and industrial dynamics in real settings. In particular, we have developed novel
algorithms based on genetic algorithms for wafer fabrication scheduling for a leading company.
Partial results have been published and won the 2015 best paper of IEEE TSM. Furthermore,
focusing on the realistic needs of a TFT-LCD manufacturing company in Taiwan, the teams have
developed a smart daily planning and scheduling system to improve the existing manufacturing
system to support flexible decision making and agile production without a fully automated
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environment. Further studies have been conducted to employ the developed core competence
based on empirical studies in high-tech manufacturing to other industry segments to support
them. Thus, we have also derived critical insights from cross-validation of developed solutions
in various settings and have thus constructed solid fundamentals for advanced research. To
discuss the special production characteristics of IC design companies, it will combine the project
management and human resources technologies and concepts to compare the production
indicators of the original semiconductor manufacturing with the performance indicators. The
results include a 39.2% MAPE for predicting design service of manpower through decision trees,
and after switching to machine learning, the MAPE for predicting design service of manpower can
be improved as 10.86% .
Collaborations

IC Design Service Company

Projects and Involved Solutions
The adjustment technology of the human capacity prediction and
prediction model of the IC design project and its system prototype.
IC project capacity planning, evaluation and project portfolio
selection optimization technology and its prototype.

9.3 Dr. Fab via Industry 3.5 Solutions to support Emerging Countries

Our project teams will devote ourselves into in-depth research to enhance these five functional
modules for Industry 3.5 based on theoretical developments with AI and big data analysis
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techniques as well as empirical studies in various
industries. Through in-depth collaborations
with different companies for Industry 3.5, we
also derive insights as the third party observing
alternative ways of different organizations to
address the needs for intelligent manufacturing.
Thus, PI has published a book on Industry 3.5 in
2019 that has become one of bestselling books
in Taiwan. We also promote corporate digital
transformation to lead small-medium business
to proactively participate in the ongoing industrial revolution. With the innovative solutions for
Dr. Fab, Taiwan is able to play a leadership role in the new manufacturing paradigm of Industry
3.5 and share our experiences and best practices with other emerging countries (such as ASEAN
countries) facing similar issues.
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10. Applications of Big Data Analysis and Artificial Intelligence to
Advanced Process Control and Decision Support Systems

PI: Chung-Shou Liao
Co-PIs: Jiang-Liang Hou, Chun-Shien Lu
Affiliations: Department of Industrial Engineering and Engineering Management,
National Tsing Hua University
Institute of Information Science, Academia Sinica
This AI project is based on in-depth research on the practical
issues and challenges that our team has worked with high-tech
manufacturing companies in past years. In the process of entering
Industry 4.0, the difficulties encountered are actually more difficult
than imagined.
The short-term goal of the Artificial Intelligence (AI) Project
is to improve lithography process in semiconductor industry. The one-dimensional parameter
data that can be corrected by the equipment itself in the past can no longer be adjusted or even
optimized by the engineers or the algorithm.
In order to improve the detection and overlay problems of the lithography, we have
cooperated with the international semiconductor manufacturers. We try to optimize the
parameters of the process and investigate the practical problems derived from the high-tech
manufacturing companies at the same time. In the process of AI project, we also attempt to make
use of real data visualization, conduct automatic compensation, develop compression techniques
for deep neural network learning models, and build knowledge cases through multi-channel
sources.
Finally, we expect to build
Advanced Process Control and
Decision Making Platform through
big data processing. We plan to
use AI technology to assist hightech manufacturing companies
to improve the various processes
and then apply to other high-tech
manufacturing industries.
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11.Competition or Collaboration between Human Beings
and AI?

PI: Yi-Li Lee
Co-PIs: Yun-Hsien Lin, Daw-Wei Wang, Von Wun Soo, Gi-Kuen Li, Su-Chu Hsu,
Che-Rung Lee, Chung-Lin Chen, Su-Yen Chen, Shih-Chang Lin,
Szu-Ting Chen, Chi-Chun Chiu
Affiliations:
Institute of Law for Science and Technology, National Tsing Hua University
Department of Physics, National Tsing Hua University
Department of Computer Science, National Tsing Hua University
College of Arts, National Tsing Hua University
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This project carries out six related sub-projects at once to examine the "Competition or
Collaboration between Human Beings and AI? " through the implementation of specific practical
applications and meta-criticism. The goal of this project is to facilitate a cross-disciplinary
collaboration between scholars in human and social sciences and computer engineering and
generate feasible policies and laws to guide the development of future AI as the best helper,
instead of an adversary, for human beings.

11.1 Sub-project 1 (Yun-Hsien Lin and Daw-Wei Wang)
"The best interests of the child" is the primary consideration for courts handling family
cases involving minors. A precise understanding of the "best interests" standard remains elusive,
however. Does the competing interpretation render the judicial decisions unpredictable? To
answer this question, natural language processing (NLP) will be employed to classify and analyze
thousands of family law cases to make predictions and reliability assessments. In addition,
qualitative research methods, such as in-depth interviews with judges and family law attorneys,
will be used to supplement NLP to gain a better understanding of judicial behavior.

11.2 Sub-project 2 (Von-Wun Soo and Gi-Kuen Li)
The main purpose of this sub-project is to study how to combine both technical and
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legal knowledge of artificial intelligence, and to automatically interpret contractual rights and
obligations in order to establish a smart contractual management system.

11.3 Sub-project 3 (Su-Chu Hsu and Che-Rung Lee)
In recent years, artificial intelligence has been discussed in art applications, with the question
arising of whether the works created by AI having only images without texts should be called art.
Will it threaten the status of the artists, and how do we define the author of these AI artworks? In
this project, we will develop a “reproducible creation” system and attempt to train the images
database with image descriptions and then let the artificial intelligence model perform the task
of “image to text, text to image.” From the perspective of competition and cooperation, we will
implement the “Curation” and “Creation” exhibitions through the “reproducible creation”
system we developed and invite the art critics of Taiwan to discuss the artworks together.

11.4 Sub-project 4 ( Yi-Li Lee and Chung-Lin Chen)
With the rapid development in data analytics, computational power, and machine learning,
artificial intelligence (AI) systems are increasingly used by governments in their social welfare
agencies, law enforcement authorities, and courts. Such development poses compelling
challenges to human rights. For example, China’s social credit system and other AI-assisted
policing/surveillance programs to profile individuals for stringent social control have caused
serious repercussions on the freedom of expression, privacy protection, and non-discrimination.
In addition, Google’s personalized advertisement based on personal data, search and location
history, Facebook’s filtered news feed, and social ecosystem driven by user profiling, and Sesame
Credit’s smart credit scoring systems has generated concerns over discrimination, privacy, and
distributional justice. Against this backdrop, this sub-project explores the dynamics between
AI and human rights, and formulates a human rights-oriented legal framework to regulate the
development of AI.

11.5 Sub-project 5 (Su-Yen Chen and Shih-Chang Lin)
Known as "AI Applications and the Social Impact," this project employs surveys and interviews
to explore the technical advancement of AI upon various fields, such as autonomous vehicles,
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the smart home, and smart manufacturing, along with their benefits and concerns (such as
comfort, safety, health/well-being, sustainable development, energy reduce, concerns for privacy,
data misuse, technological reliability, human independence, inequality, and risk for occupation
replacement). The findings of this empirical study will contribute to the international academic
community and, more importantly, to the policy-making process in Taiwan.

11.6 Sub-project 6 (Szu-Ting Chen and Chi-Chun Chiu)
A major difference between the recent development in AI and the former technological
revolution is that AI is being applied not merely as a tool but also as human-like intelligence
with the capability to simulate expected human non-structuralized behaviors and judgments in
a manner that is unidentifiable as artificial or non-human behaviors and judgments. This subproject explores and tackles those philosophical and psychological issues that are triggered
by AI development, including among others: Can AI be regarded as a species with human
intelligence and what are the criteria for judging it? Does AI have free will? Why should we be
apprehensive about AI while we embrace it? Furthermore, this research also approaches AI from
the philosophical tradition and attempts to avoid any misunderstanding in identifying the core of
the problem, the possible types of the problems, and the respective responses to each of them.
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AIMS Fellows Executive Program
National Tsing Hua University
Artificial Intelligence for Intelligent Manufacturing Systems Research Center (AIMS) of the
Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) initials "AIMS Fellows Executive Program" , based on
the spirit of MIT Sloan Fellows Program. The program includes a number of AI technology courses,
such as big data analysis, deep learning, decision-making optimization and IoT application, which
is designed for executives to tackle the problems encountered during Industrial transformation.
Furthermore, the aim of the program is to cultivate students as executives with AI techniques and
leadership so they will be able to lead Taiwan's industry to smart manufacturing innovation and
transformation ahead.
The program has been approved by the Ministry of Education and have recruited 22 students
in 2019. Admission 2020 is open now.

The goals of AIMS Fellows Executive Program
● The

distinguishing features of this program is R&D and faculty of National Tsing Hua University,

which enables students to apply in their job and help transfer and upgrade the industry
structure of Taiwan at the same time.
●

By practicing AI projects, holding competitions and using the big data base as a platform to
strengthen studets' abilities and thus help them to create better career opportunities.

●

The teachers of the program are faculty from different departments and AIMS members.
Through the issues raise by the students, it could encourage industry-academia cooperation
and promote collaboration with world's top research centers and multinational corporation. The
ultimate goal is to enhance the international influence of National Tsing Hua University and
Taiwan's smart manufacturing industry.
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AIMS signed the MOU with CIIRC, Czech Republic. (2019/01/23)

The 6th Taiwan-Czech Technology Day. (2019/5/7)
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AIMS members visited Infineon Technologies, Germany. (2019/01/23)

Delegation of German Taiwan Parliament Friendship Group, Ms. Daniela Kluckert, Mr. Torsten Herbst, Mr. Frank Müller-Rosentritt and
Mr. Marcus Faber visited AIMS. (2019/06/14)
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AIMS franchise Signing Corporation. (2019/07/04)

AIMS Board Meeting at R & D Center for Smart Manufacturing, Chung Yuan Christian University. (2019/08/15)
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Industry-Academy Cooperation between AIMS and Aerospace Industrial Development Corporation (AIDC). (2018/07/11)

The staff of Asociacion Espanola de Fabricantes de Maquinas-herramienta-AFM visited AIMS. (2019/10/17)
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